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. A,Bsrnecr

The three-dimensional flow of fuids of constant dcnsity forced
through the porous bottom of a circular slider, which is moving laterally
on a flat plate, has been discussed for two cases (i) when the fuid is
non-Neu,tonian (il) w-hen the fluid is Nervtonian and electrically con-
ducting under the effect of a transverse magnetic field. Assuming ttrre

cross-flow Reynolds nurnber to be small, all entities have been expanded
in its pow-ers. It is found that with the increase of non-Newtonian
parameter the lift on the slider increases while the drag on it decreases.
Also in hydromagnetic case, the lift on the slider increases and the
drag on it decreases with the increase of Flartmann number. This
shows that the effects of a transvet'se magnetic field on an electrically
conducting Newtonian fluid are qualitatively similar to those of the non-
linear terms in the constitutive equations of the fluid.

1. lntroducti,on,

It has been observed in a number of fow problems that the efiects
of a transverse magnetic field on the for.v pattem and stresses in the
flow of a Nelvtonian ffuid are clllalitatively similar to those of including
second-order (non-Newtonian) or elastico-viscous terms in the constitu-
tive equation of the fluid.

The aim of the present paper is to compare the efiects produced
by a transverse magnetic field in the flow of an electrically conducting
Ner.vtonian fuid and those produced by non-linear terms in the consti-
tutive equation of a second-order fluid [1], when such fluids are forced
through the porous bottom of a circular slider r,vhich is moving on a flat
plate with a uniform velocity. This problem has been solved in Newto-
nian fuid by Chang Yi Wang [2]. We have solved the equations by

expancling the velocity components in the powers of the cross-flow

Reynolds number, It has been found that tirq application of a trans-
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verse magnetic field increases the lond bearing capacity of the system
and simiiar is the effect of the nou-Nervtonian terms.

2. Formulation o,f the problem.

We consictrer the florv of a fluid confine:ci bett,eeu a circular porous
slider anci a flirt plaie. The f{uid is forcecl ih.ough the porous bottorn
of ii circular slider of radius 'o' r,vhich is rnoving lateraliy r,r,ith a cons-
ta*t velosity U above the fixeci Sat ptrate. It is assumed that the gap
rvidth 'd betrveen the circular slider an.J the fint plate is sruall comparecl
.vith the raclius of the slider such that thc eclge e{Iects are negligible.

Wc choose cartesian co-orclinates (x,y,a) translLrting r.vith the slider.
Hence the slider becomes fixed at ;:d injecting a fluid rvith velocity
W. The plate is the plane z:0 moving in the ciirection of x with the
velocity U. Taking 11, 'D, LL) to be the veiocity components of the fluid
in the directions of x, g, e respectivelv, the bonndary conditions of the
problern are

u:U, o:0, u':O.*--at .:0 , I (l)
u-0, u:0, u':-W, at z:d i
The above boundary conditions suggest the following form of the

velocity components

":uf (ril+{ xh'(rt) Q)

v:Y yh'(n\ (3)
d

w: -ZWh(n) (4)

where q:2, and a prime denotes differentiations with respect to q.
ct

The boundary conditions in terms of f and h are

f:l' It:Q' h':C
.f:0, h:t, h':0

3. Flrrc of et .second-order fhtid

at 4:0 \
at rt:l )

(s)

The constitutive equation of uo in.o*pressible second'order

has been suggested by Coleman and Noil [ 1 ] as

t i t: - pd ; i * tt,lil * r,li,'* q p,l))rll's""
where
. (1)

eu -*(v;,1*v1r)
b)
etl : i (aa, 7 * ai,i *2v*,av^, igm^)

tr;, 
is the stress tensor, rit a; &tE velocity and acceleration

respe9tively i Pt, Pa, Pt a\Q the material constants and P is an

fluid

(6)

(7)

(8)

vectors
undeter-

i.
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mined hydrostatic pressure. The tensors ,t]'ura ll] u'" known as the

first and second rate of strain tensors. Makovitz and Coieman [3] have

shown from thermodynamic considerations that p, should be negative.

It is found experimentally that the numerical vaiue of p, is always

less than p, ( see Truesdell[4] ). To simplify the:calculations we assume

here that Pz:''b ps (9)

The equation of continuity 
'and cauchy's equation of motion are given by

f il:O (10)

P ff+n'o''):Fo+'in'i 
(11)

where p is the density of the fluid and F; is the external force vector.

The equation of continuity is automatically satisfied by the form of
the velocity components given by (1), (2), and (3). Taking the external

force vector Fr to be zero and substituting (2)-(4) and (6)- (8) in the

equation (11), we get the following set of eguations in the directions of

x, y anld z respectively

' ffv p -':;.#v: 
;:::",11 ***, _ 4h, h,) $ 2,

Ax' dz LR

,y-Y' (h,, -Zhh,\-h-+<(4h'h','-2hh,')): -A!. (13)
'd2Roy
pWzL4hlr'+Y+n02h'h' -4hh"')1: -g (14)

Arl

where ,r:(i'-, vr:ff, *:# arrd R:4. The equations (12)-(14)

suggest the following form for the pressure

-L-1yz12hz +{+ffitx, *yn)*<(8h'i -Ahh'))+A (1s)
p

where K and A are absolute constants. With this form of the pressure,

the isobars are concentric circles about z-axis which is consistent with

the fact that the slider is circular. Putting the expression for the

pressure from (15), the equations (12) and (13) give

1,, : RL(h'f-2hJ') + <(fh" +3h'f' - 3lf ")7

h,,, : RLh, z _ 2hh,, ) + <(4h, h,,, _ 2hh, ") _ Kl

Differentiating (17) with respect to 4 we get

h,,,, : RL_ 2hyt r, I 4(4 h,, h,,, +Zh, hu 
u - zhh, r, 

)7

(16)

(r7)

( 18)
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the Reynolds number R to be small, we expand /(?) and
powers as

.f(,t):3 f,,(r)o* )"=: 
i

h(a):^loh^(4)R l

Boundary conditions (5) can be written as

f"(0):I, ,(0):0 for n)1, I
h"(0):0-h',(0) for all n ; t
h"(l):$, h*(D:A for n)-1, I

f"(l):0:h,n(l) for all n. )

(le;

Substituting (I9) and equating the coefficient of like powers of R in the
equations (16) and (18), we get a set of linear eqnations in f" and hn,

We have calculated their values upto n:2 which are given below :

hoQi:!;$-2n),

n rpl : ]O(1 
3 n' - !8,1, * 7,1G - 2,t, ) + 

;(12,t" 
* 3,1' - l 5 tt 4 + (,116), (22)

/zr(7):(0'0019 -0'4071<-2'4343<2)/lz - (0 0053 - 0"t67 6<-2'0229x2),t'

+ ^.!.1:080- I 1884? -192sas* 1366111o -252art)3n400'

(20)

(21)

- i=1tzoo4a - 64BnB *294qd -684n7 *7 5548 - fiaqe)
2100

+ {r r{t+t 
o n4 - 28glt 6 + 2 1oo4 6 - 6ooa ?),

fr(q):7 - q,

frb): - **r -107s + 5nn - tto)* <(2n-3n' *,t'),

7 1r1:[0' 1658 - 0'5443"( + 3'242]rt

+ fr t+.:33 3qa - {'Jrr *3t16 -35,7s l13'5117 - 5'3',75ra * 0'8Zrs1

- frUts+n'-32n' -294r7a +240'8n6 * 49,tu *3q'1

+f Ben, -t2lrts *tasrn -3oro i. (26)

(23)

(24)

(2s)
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4, A transoerse magnetic field
In this section, we consider that the fluid is an electrically

conducting and stress is a linear function of strain rate tensor i.e.,

Itz:Ps:0 in the relation (6). We apply a constant magnetic field
-+ -)

Hok where k is the unit perpendicular to the plane of the slider.
Assuming that the applied electric field is zero and the induced

magnetic field is negligible, we get the external force vector ,i and the

current density vector ;,
-+ -+ -->

F:p,,, J x(Ho k)
-+ -> -)
J:op,* V x(H, k)
-+ ->

wb'ete H, k is the magnetic field, Z is the vector, o is the electrical
conductivity of the fluid and p* is the magnetic permeability.
Substituting (2), (3), (.4), (6) and (27), the equation (11) yields the

following equarions in the directions of x, y, z respectively

' {1, rr' - rhr t - #]: -f,K-r#tff - @,, - 2 hh")f

where J* an7 Jo are components of ,r- in the directions of x and y
respectively. The equation (28) gives

Jr:oPotwUl ,r' 
,,, ] e2)

Jr:-op*Hs1U|+{ xn)\

while "rz:0. The equations (29)-(32) suggests the following expression

for the pressure.

+ff 4uo

tw7'ftt" -zhh\-Tj: -i *-"#rt
ew'fann'+ry}-?ur

-'o: *'lzn' +2$ +fio' + v\f+ a

('27)

(28)

(2e)

(30)

(31 )

(33)I
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which is the same as (15) with ,e:0" Substituting (32) and (33) in
(29) and 130), we get

( f " - M1f ): R( fh' -2hf ')
(h"'- M2h'):R(h'' -2hh'- K)

where M is the Hartmann-number given by

tr;,z _o lt ,r2 H oz d2
lVA.-

pv

Assuming the cross-flow Reynolds number to be small and proceeding

as in the section 3 we have calculated the expressions for /0,/, and hs, hl
They are given as :

(34)

(3 s)

(36)

(37)

(38)

r. / \ cosh Mn - I + cosh M- cosh M(1 -tl\- M4 stnh M
h-lhl: ',u*I/ 

212(cosh M-l)- M sinh M)

yolry:{,!, Y{;z) ,

h r(n) : *t\rffz +2(cosh Mn * l)

where

-(y!t::12!,\ 11 * 2(a, A+ a, B)(sinh M n - M,t)
t2

- J-Kor, *ar') sirrh 2Mlt*2ap, cosh 2Mr7t2M" '
-l2Marq(a, cosh Mrt*a2 sinh Ma)-6 Mzarq2(a, cosh M4

f a, sinh Mr)+3OMarr1{a, sinh Mil*a, cosh M4)

- S!ar\a, cosh Mq * a, sinh Mr)1, (39)

f,1i: ***"[7a, sinh M*5a, cosh M] sinh M (1-,i)

-r*## rirh Mr+ eaLrrnna[o, "o, 
M (21]-L)

*4, sinh M(2n-l)*6arMnsith M(l-,)+6Marrcosh M(i -a)
{3arcoshM (l-r)a3a, sinh M(l -rt)+3M'ar4e sinh M(l-n)

-9(a, sinh M -a, cosh M)l (40)

I a, A + a, - zr 4co sn 
- u-!1f :z rt-nrE-,u ]

sinh Mat: I -cosh Mtticoa67:T: M sinh4' 2f2(cosh M*l)-Msiaz: ilMT
(41)
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'1
A: ; MPSct 

$ 2 + 6 Mz a ra, * 22M a 12 + * nr a r\l

u: 
rrL*(24ar2 -6Mzar2 -3olv[ara,, 

,|

The expressions for &r(l) and fr(r) and beyond them

been calculated as they become too cumbersome. '

5. Disctrssion

a67:rJx'+y' andthe slider be givenby z:d, r:a'
the pressure at the edge of the slider. Then the total lift on

is givcn by

L:-ilG),=,,-rof2nr ar

o

and the drag on the slider is given by

D: -i (c,p)a=a 2xr dr

The expression for ,r, ulu rr* fot non-Newtonian are givea by

t,n: pU,L y' - AfrW' - p*lU W (fh' -zhf ' + sh'f ')

*A{: (3h,h, -hh\f

r,6: -p* Pw'[-ff+8<{2h'2 -htt")f

From the expression for the pressure P, we get

-p+p,:pffi(r'-a')
Substituting (45)-(47) and (44) we get the normalized lift

drag D' as

r' : 
ns1;fu- ya,-,1: - ['#P. ffin" ot]

o,= v6#oo,: -[(1)+4/'(t) ]

Taking #*-1 and <:0'1'o'15'o'2' the values of L' arld D

have been calculated for various values of R by taking /(a) and h.(q1

from(21)_(26).Thesevaluesaregivenintablesland2.Forhydro-

(42\

have not

Let p, be

the slider

(43)

(47)

L'and

(44'

(4s)

(46)

(48)

(4e)
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magnetic case the expressions for the normalized lift L, and drag D,
given by (48) and (49) with <:0. Taking luI:|0, l.S,2O, rhe vaiues
of L' and D' have been c,,lculated by taking f(n) and ft(t) from
(37)-(40). These values are given in tables 3 and 4.

Tables 1,2,3, and 4 show that rhe effecrs of the non-linear
terms in the constitutive equation are to increase the lift anc to decrease
the drag on the slider ; thus increase the load bearing capacity of the
system. Similar are the effects of a transverse magnetic field when the
liquid is Newtonian a,;d electrically conducting. These results are very
useful in industry as sliding friction can be greately reduced by using
electrically conductirrg lubncants

This analogy may be pointed out in the foljor,ving cases :

1. In couette flow [5] and in a divergent fow between trvo norl-
parallel walls [6], the effect of a transverse magnetic field is to flattelr
the velocity profile in the rniddle of the channel which is same as
due to elastic forces in a similar flow [7].

2. In the forv of Reiner-Rivlin fuid near a stagnation point,
Srivastava [B] has shorvn that the effect of non-Nervtonian terms is to
reduce the shearing stress on the wall. Kakutani [g] has found ihat
similar is the efiect of a transverse magnetic field in the flow of an
electrically conducting Neu,.tonian fuid near a stagnation point.

3. Srivastava [10] has solved the for,v and the heat transfer of
second-order fluid confined between two parallel plates one rotating and
other at rest. He has shown that the efiects of non-Newtcnian terms
are to reduce the suction at the stationary disk and to decrease the rate
of heat transfer from both the disks. Similar effects have been observed
by Srivastava and Sharma by solving similar forv [11] and the heat
transfer [12] of a Newtonian fluid under the effect of a transverse mag-
netic field. N{oreover this specific example adds one more geometry to
the list in which non-Nerttonian and transverse magnetic field effects
are similar.
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Table I
( Lift for non-Newtonian )

0.2
0.4

0.6
0.8
1.0

i 69 .446
98.6s I
29 974
12.964

6.803

5634.896

201.464

55.869

34.678
15.436

5986.723

2t4.679
57.864

35.232

15.957

6132.124
222.857

58.123
36.123

16.325

Table II
( Drag for non-Newtonian )

0.2
0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

4.718
2.387

1.722

1.47 4

I 392

4 6tL
2.070
1.197

0.740
0.453

4.609

1.968

1.175
o 7t4
0.443

4.593
l.896
1.154

0.695
0.440

Table III
( Lift for hyilro-magnerics )

M:0 M:l.o 
--M:l.5 ---. M;T6-

0.2
0.4
0.6

0.8
1.0

769.446

98.651

29.974

12.964

6 803

399$.689

111.682
45.390

25.678
8.123

4320.586

176.855

49.562
27.554

8.153

4732.68t
190.454

52 832
28.032

8.183

Table IV
( Drag for hydro-magnetics )

0.2
0.4
0.6

0.8

1.0

4.7 t8
'1.387

t.722
1.474

1.392

4.697

2.235
1.579

t 223

1.119

4.6A3

2.19e
1.123
0.904
0 747

4.s70
2.163
0.984
0.814
0.673
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